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S
O this is what winter feels like!
And it looks set to last for
another while, so there’s no point
in complaining. Best to just suck

it up and face the elements in style.
And so, this week in Chronicleman,

we’re looking at the best - and most
stylish - ways to keep warm when the
mercury plunges below zero.

The key to keeping toasty while still
looking good comes down to one word:
layering. Given that most of us go from
heated homes/offices/cars to sub-zero
temperatures outdoors several times

every day, it’s essential that we can
remove layers as appropriate to cope
with the variations in temperature.

And the first layer - the one which
you wear against your skin - is in many
ways the most important. It must be
comfortable and of a sufficiently high
quality to prevent chafing and irrita-
tion. A good quality cotton t-shirt is a
must, preferably long sleeved and
snug-fitting enough to help keep out
any rogue draughts. If you’re going to
be wearing a suit/shirt, then opt for a
v-neck so you can leave the top button

of the shirt open without having the t-
shirt poking above it.

Speaking of open-necked shirts, if
you’re someone who usually avoids
ties, now might be a good time to con-
sider donning one. Apart from the fact
that it instantly makes you look
sharper, a tie helps keep out the cold
and you’ll fee much warmer wearing
one.

When it comes to the suit, leave the
light materials in the wardrobe until at
least April. Go for a heavy-duty wool,
or even tweed number. You’d be sur-

prised how much difference it makes
to your overall comfort. There is some
great value out there in the sales at
the moment so this could be a good
time to invest.

The same applies to the overcoat.
Again, good quality wool is the only
way to go. The overcoat should
stretch down to just above your knees
but fit snugly on the shoulders. Stick
to black, grey or navy and it’ll be a
long term investment. If you’re going
to wear gloves with it, and you
should, get a good quality leather pair
- you’ll feel like you’re ready for any-
thing.

If you’re going casual, the layering
principle applies too. T-shirts, long or
short-sleeved, shirts, woolly sweaters
or cardigans, jackets and scarves - all

can be worn together or in various
combinations. Top it off with good
quality puffa jacket and don’t forget
to cover up your head - after all,
that’s where we lose most of our body
heat. Keep it simple - a knit beanie is
the best job all round for this type of
weather.

Finally, and most importantly, pay
close attention to your footwear. The
temperature at ground level will be
considerably lower than at head
height, so make your feet are appro-
priately clad. If you don’t own a pair
of decent leather boots, now might be
the time to invest - you’ll get your
money’s worth and they’re very much
on trend at the moment. River Island
currently have a good selection in
stock.
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Look good in bad weather

Get the skinny on Next season’s hot looks

Winter warmers: stay warm with plenty of layers, including a quality cotton
base layer and a good quality jacket on top

The snows may be melting but there’s still plenty of rough weather ahead

Next have launched their
Spring/Summer brochure
and it is packed with great -
and affordable - ideas for
men who want to look their
best.

The chain has something
for all tastes, ranging from
formal tailoring, minimal
styling, raw-edged, vintage
effects and something called
‘street sport luxe’ (we’ll let
you figure out what exactly
that entails).

Meanwhile, here’s a sample
of some of their signature
looks, ranging from the uber-
casual jeans, hoodie and
leather jacket look, to a more
structured formal look char-
acterised by clean lines and
attention to detail. We’re fans
of the ‘Mod’ look which is big
this year, featuring polo shirts,
flouro-tipped cardigans and
matchine shirt and tie sets,
with slim leg denim and dis-
tressed leather brogues

Check it out

THIS week’s big release may be The Road, but having read
Cormac McCarthy’s astonishing - and gut-wrenching - novel
on which it is based, we’re still in two minds as to whether
we have the stomach for the movie or not.

In the meantime, it’s well worth checking out another film
showing in cinemas at the moment - Sex & Drugs & Rock & Roll.
Distinguished by an incendiary lead performance from Andy
Serkis, (better known for playing Gollum in the Lord of the Rings
trilogy) Sex & Drugs & Rock & Roll is a freewheeling biopic of
1970s punk pioneer Ian Dury that is every bit as unconventional
and fantastical as the man himself.

He was a true original and this movie really does him justice.

Andy Serkis as Ian Dury in Sex & Drugs & Rock & Roll


